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 Water Drops

‘Nothingness cannot share a surface with something nor can something share a surface with nothingness. 
The surface of something is not part of that thing, hence it follows that a discrete surface is the limit between two 
things that are in contact.  Since the surface of water is not part of the water, and hence is not part of the air or of 

other bodies placed between them, what is it then that divides the air from the water? 
Leonardo Da Vinci, The Book of the Waters   1

 
Goals 
1. To objectively observe and describe water drop phenomena in still and 
diverse waters. Careful observations of nature can make all the difference 
in a high-speed world where subtle aspects are often missed.

2.  To investigate how the spherical attraction of water into itself interacts 
with  density  and  buoyancy  in  fluid  dynamics  through  experiments, 
drawing, photography and video.  To investigate the creative interplay of 
density, buoyancy, color, light and flow dynamics, such as how light fluids 
rise in denser fluids, how dense fluids sink in lighter fluids. To observe how 
gravity and surface tension can affect fluid flow.

3. To discover the natural beauty of fluid motion as a gateway to the beauty of physics and to 
playfully stimulate creative imagination through the metaphor of water, flow and attraction. 

Materials
1. Large clear jar of still tap water and other fluids
2. Dropper, syringe with needle available at a pharmacy, turkey baster, thin 
tube
3. Food coloring or ink
4. Variations: Hot and cold, salty water, diverse clear liquids…

 https://www.ias.edu/ideas/lavin-leonardo-chaos, “Codex Leicester,” a 72-page scientific treatise about the 1

movement of water that Leonardo penned between about 1507 and 1510. He wrote it backward, his tiny brown-ink 
letters designed to be read in a mirror.

https://www.ias.edu/ideas/lavin-leonardo-chaos
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Activities

1. Stillness                                                                                                                                             Fill 
the dropper with tinted water. Form a water drop from a dropper as slowly as possible so that 
you can observe the process of drop formation one drop at a time.  Hold the filled dropper 
vertically a centimeter over the jar’s water surface. Slowly let an inky drop fall into the jar of 
still water. Observe and describe.

2. Viscosity
Investigate different qualities of liquids and drops such as milk, oil, corn syrup, vinegar, 
rubbing alcohol, varying ratios of glycerine to water, hot or cold water, salty water… What 
changes?

                       Green ink in lighter vinegar.  Red ink in heavier corn syrup.2

3. Opposites 3
What happens when you carefully place a drop oil 
on the water surface? Drop from a height?  

4. Metaphor
Imagine you are the water droplet. How does it feel 
to be released in an environment with no limits or 
pressure such as still water that allows you to 
express your inner form? What would your life be 
like without external form or pressure? What do you see in the forms? 

5. Marbling
Mixing 2 tablespoons of cornstarch with 1/4 cup of cold water, then pout 
into 3 cups of boiling water. Stir to dissolve any lumps. When thickened 
water is cool, pour into container. Drip acrylic paint onto surface of water.  
Swirl paint into patterns. Place paper on paint to transfer to paper’s surface. 
Research the history of marbling art.

6. Skittles - Drop skittles into water. Place skittles on a plate. Drop on water.

1. Copyright Laurel Swift, University of Colorado, Boulder, 2004 

 Copyright © Christopher McCray, University of Colorado, Boulder, 2006 3
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Observe and Draw
Begin by studying the water drawings of Leonardo Da Vinci, plentiful via google.  Look with 
Da Vinci eyes. Draw what you see in the water drop processes. For example:

- Formation of Droplet
When slowly squeezing the dropper, we observe the drop forming first, as a protrusion as a 
shallow convex curve. As more pressure is applied, the curve bulges out to the point where it 
becomes a half a sphere. Many intermediate form-changes have occurred between these two 
points. As the size of the drop increases, it begins to hang, and becomes elongated. It is not yet 
the teardrop form but is uniform in its lengthening process and form. Then, the drop begins to 
sag,  bulging  at  the  bottom  and  narrowing  at  the  top.  As  the  drop  becomes  heavier,  this 
increases. And then, all of a sudden, the drop falls from the nozzle and is free-falling.

- Drops into Water
As the tinted drop splashes into still water, a ring forms in the water. This form grows a bit 
larger, spreads out, sinks, rotates, rolling from within outward. There is a gathering of color 
within the body of the ring itself: this shows that there are flow patterns within the ring itself. 
These places become darker and, at a certain point, begin to fall out of the ring and sink. These 
new forms can either take the form of dome vortices or ring vortices. Further on, these forms 
further divide and develop. All of these forms are connected to the previous forms via veiled 
filamentous forms. The original ring also is connected to the upper water surface via thin, often 
round sheath. And there is a residue film on the surface.  Gradually,  the forms diffuse until 
merging with the surroundings.4

What has changed?
When we ask this question it is helpful as a starting point to say ‘from what to what?’ Form 
changed throughout all the process of the experiment. Starting with the delicate curved surface 
of the beginning, then the growing, spherical form to an elongated form and, finally a teardrop 
form which fell. Then the drop forms a ring in the water. When we look at the form change 
process we see that a dramatic change took place from a sphere to a ring. This is one of the most 
magnificent metamorphoses in all of nature! The process of form change has two sides: above 
the surface and below the surface developments. The demarcation point, the point of most change is 
at the surface. The surface becomes the area where great activity is taking place.

What else changed: movement, position, location and relationships …  

What remained constant through the whole process?
We now come to another question that leads us deeper into the phenomena. It is a question 
around which we come to experience a different way of knowing.  Step away and go through 
the experiment as if it were a moving series of pictures, to go through this as a whole, then ask 
the question again. Eventually, a new way of description may arise. 

 Jennifer Green, Water Research Inst, Blue Hill, Maine4
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Experiment  with the Attraction of Water Molecules to Each Other5

 Photo  credit - Flow Institute, Germany, 5

https://stroemungsinstitut.de/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Faltkarten-2019-hoch-für-Homepage-150dpi-1.jpg
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Water words from Da Vinci’s manuscript: 
Eddies. Collisions. Frictions. Undulations. Streamings. Boilings. Successive cascadings. 
Slowings. Gushing. Pouring. Reversals. Successive serpentine divings. Streaming. Babblings. 
Roars. Successive floodings. Resistance. Flux and reflux. Crashings down. Violent crashings. 
Chasms. Caves in the banks. Vortices. Precipices. Reversals. Tumult. Confusion. Tempestuous 
crashes. Equations. Equality. Furrowing of stones. Collisions. Boilings. Submergence of 
superficial waves. Retardings. Breakages. Divisions. Openings. Celerity. Vehemence. Fury. 
Impetuousness. Concourse. Declination. Commixture. Revolution. Cascade. Rebounding. 
Disintegration of banks. Obfuscations. Manuscript I2, f. 71v6

Assessment
Brainstorm - In small groups, guide students in open discussion. All ideas are good.   
Ask:

• What determines whether a solid object will float or sink in water?
• What determines whether another liquid will float or sink?
• What happens when a dense liquid falls through a lighter one? 

              How is it different from what happens to a sinking solid object?
• What are the forces that can make fluids move? (Answers: Shear, pressure, surface 

tension, gravity.) Give examples of these forces.
• Describe flow visualization in life such as milk poured into water, cream poured into 

coffee or tea, chocolate syrup poured into milk, steam from a shower, oil film on a 
puddle, oil and vinegar mixed for salad dressing, smoke from a fire, steam plume from a 
power plant, exhaust from a bus or truck, blowing snow or rain,  wind blowing over a 
lake.

Have students discuss their observations. Reflect, 
integrate and summarize everyone’s discussion. 

Sharing
Create a display of students' drop visualizations.  Share 
with another class explaining the process to other 
students.

 https://mostre.museogalileo.it/codiceleicester/en/water/51-words-for-water6
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Water Drop Photography and Video

Photography 

Materials
Drop-Splash Apparatus built by Kyle Hollis and Kyle Walters
for carefully timed droplets synchronized with the flash to create images like this one. 

Instructional Video for DropSplash Apparatus Assembly:  
https://vimeo.com/251386374

Guide Booklet:
https://www.flowvis.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/  DropSplash-QuickStart-and-

Documenation.pdf

Materials
Camera
Macro lens
Camera Remote
Cable Release
Off-Camera Flash
Tripod
Light Stands
Eyedropper
Pan for Water

Activity
Set Up Your Camera
A tripod is essential for water drop photography so that the water drop is in focus. Set it camera 
so that the drop falls in the centre of the frame with good reflections on the water surface.
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Set your camera to manual mode. Focus exactly where the drops will hit the water. Dip a finger 
into the water to give you something to focus on.

Use a fast shutter speed, around 1/200th of a second and an aperture of f4-f5 for depth of field. 
Turn on your flash and darken the room. You’re ready to shoot!

Timing
Timing is the creative aspect of water drop photography. Using a eye dropper held at the same 
height each time, squeeze out a drop of water and try to capture it as it hits the water. Review 
your photo and try again, adjusting your timing accordingly.

To get the most out of your water drop photos, it can be a good idea to adjust levels and curves 
in a graphics program. This helps you to correct any exposure errors and enhance the colours of 
your shot.

Experiment with different liquids, colors, lighting and containers
Experiment with different liquids that can create splashes playing with milk, ink or food dye to 
add even more color to your photos, or try dropping one liquid into another. Try alternative 
containers such as spoons or ash trays, or add ice to create further interest and change the way 
your splashes are formed.

After you have deeply explored one drop at a time, try to capture multiple drops, or a longer 
stream of water, or even dropping or placing solid objects rather than water - the possibilities 
are as vast as your imagination.

Imagination in Motion

Culminating inspiration: google ‘ink in motion’ on youtube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ICxC5ekWnUc

http://learnandsupport.getolympus.com/learn-center/photography-tips/macro/capturing-
water-droplets-a-quick-how-to-on-getting-that-perfect
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https://www.photographymad.com/pages/view/photographing-water-drops


